The durable resistant varieties were developed more than 15 years ago. The basis of the resistance was investigated at seedling stage according to reaction type (RT) at air temperatures 20-25 o C. The F 2 generations of varieties Anastasia or Selekta x Lr 1, Lr 2a, Lr 3, Lr 13, Lr 14a, Lr 16 or Lr 26 were tested with isolates producing low RT on first two mentioned Lr lines. The presence of these single resistant genes in the varieties was excluded by presence of susceptible plants in F2 progenies of adequate crosses. The resistant combinations were Lr 3+B as Lr3+C in Selekta and Lr26+E, Lr26+C as EC in Anastasia. According to lower infection 308 GENETIKA, Vol. 42, No. 2, 307-312, 2010 efficiency and yellowing of the above tip top part the C was similar or Lr 34. The Lr 13 and 14a were near the same effective at seedlings when were added to proposed combinations in parents. According to F1 results in field the most effective over season combination was achieved by crossing the investigated varieties because of two LP prolong able complementary genes and accumulation of three infection severity responsible ones.
INTRODUCTION
Growing of varieties resistant to Puccinia triticina was the only way for high yield and safe food production in semiarid region so breeding program with resistance improvement aim in Serbia exists for more than half of a century (MOMČILOVIĆ, 1969) . As durable resistant, genotypes were pronounced according lower infection efficiencies as lower reaction types at higher temperatures (BROWDER, 1985 ; VAN SILFHOUT, 1993) . The genes expressed throw prolonged latency period and high reaction type, were also treated as to parasite non specific (PARLEVLIET, 1979) . Created genotypes in Serbia were tested in field and greenhouse conditions for many years according to resistance characters expressions simultaneous with LR NILs (single resistance genes to Puccinia triticina were transferred in variety Thatcher) (BOŠKOVIĆ and BROWDER, 1976; . Linkage between nowadays involved characters as adult growth ratios (AGRs) and adult plants lower maximal Puccinia triticina severities (JERKOVIĆ, 2010), oppened the oportunity for the new deffinition of durable resistance as all different from controlled by single to parasite isolate specific reacting gene (always followed by prolonged LP) in AGR intermediate background and defined the LP prolongable genes as parasite specific (JERKOVIĆ, 2010) .
The resistance genes identification in Serbia was performed mostly using genotypes with high level of the resistance (complete) predicted for sources of resistance in breeding program The criterium was also the diference in genetic basis and the larger number of involved genes with complementary effect linked with durability of the trait (JERKOVIĆ, 1992) . The main reason for the luck of investigations directed to resistance genes identification of the varieties were the parasite isolates for lower RT achievement. They appaired again after many years (BOŠKOVIĆ, 1965; JERKOVIĆ et al, 2003) .
The aim of the study was to differentiate the two long term incomplete resistant varieties according to Lr genes and compare the effects of some in the accumulation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Winter wheat varieties Anastasia and Selekta were hypersensitive incomplete resistant at the seedling stage to the race 2 of Puccinia triticina (JOHNSTON and BROWDER, 1966) when tested in the greenhouse at air temperature between 20 o and 25 o C by standard method (JERKOVIĆ, 1992) . Lr 1 and Lr 2a were involved as single effective by previous race identification. F2 progenies of the varieties crossed with Lr 1, Lr 2a, Lr 3, Lr 13, Lr 14a, Lr 16 or Lr 26 were tested at greenhouse using the same isolate and environment conditions according to reaction type (STAKMAN et al., 1962) by mentioned method. Data were processed as in JERKOVIĆ et al. (2003) , so as resistant were recognized plants with any sign of hypersensitivity. χ 2 test was used for statistical analyses. F1 generations were estimated in rust nursery according of to last two leaves area coverage by Puccinia triticina presented as average percent. Complete resistant was progeny from cross of the varieties Anastasia with Selekta because of two different complementary resistance genes prolonging latency period. Lr 2a, Lr 9 and Lr 26 combinated with adult plant resistance genes were highly resistant to leaf rust (KOLMER 2003) . The same effect happends in the progeny of The responsible for the trait in Anastasia was to in Lr 10 line similar one. In F 2 of Anastasia x Lr 10 line the Fr 6% less than nearest expected was explainable by Rht genes accumulation (JERKOVIĆ and PRIJIĆ, 2010 (ROELF, 1985) . CONCLUSION The durability of investigated varieties resistance was mostly based on IF decreseable stres tolerance genes accumulation. Enhanced resistance to parasite population in field was not achieved by involved Lr lines than identified in the progeny of Anastasia x Selekta because of two complementary Lp prolongable genes and three IF dicreseable. Even one of two Lp prolong able (specific) genes to whole parasite population Lr1 or Lr 2a were added, the IF decrese able genes accumulation was not enough for achieving complete resistance in field because of incomplementarity of genes with those from the varieties as Lr Tc presence with lower AGR values increasing effect than Lr 3, Lr 34 or Lr 26. Lr 16 was also confirmed as incomplementary specific gene AGR decreseable.
RESULTS

